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patterns between stages determine the routing capability of
the networks [13]. A major problem in SEN is path
complexity occur when the routing procedure have been
apply. A critical set of components is defined as set of
switching component, each from different groups, such as
that a network a network failure will occur if all the
components become faulty simultaneously [3]. SEN provide
more redundant paths, by adding stage to the SEN. This
network allows two paths for communication between each
source and destination. SENs in addition designed to provide
inter process communication and developed fault tolerant
architecture. SENs functionality also can reduce the cost and
latency in the interconnection process.

Abstract—Multistage Interconnection Networks (MINs) are
design to provide an effective communication in switching.
MINs networks consist of stages that can route the switching
through the path. In this types of network the major problem
occur when the switch failed to route in the stage. If these
situations occur the switching need to be route to an alternative
path to avoid from system failure. Shuffle-exchange networks
have been widely considered as practical interconnection
systems due to their size of it switching elements and
uncomplicated configuration. It can helps in fault tolerance and
reduce the latency. As an illustration, there are mainly six types
of SEN which are important to MINs, namely SEN with
additional stages, Improved Irregular Augmented Shuffle
Multistage Interconnection Network (IIASN), Irregular
Modified Alpha Network (ALN), Irregular Augmented Shuffle
Network (IASN), Irregular Augmented Shuffle Exchange
Network (IASEN) and Generalized Shuffle Exchange Network
(GSEN) were reviewed and described their challenges in this
paper.

II. SHUFFLE EXCHANGE NETWORK IN MULTISTAGE
INTERCONNECTION NETWORK
SEN is a unique path it has only a single path between a
particular input and output [9]. In MIN the routing of a
message from given source to a given destination is based on
the destination address [15]. The failure of a component in
the interconnection network can bring down the entire system
[15]. The interconnection among switches, number of
switches and types of switches normally determine the
system performance. MIN connects input devices to output
devices through a number of switch stages. Reliability and
performance of interconnection network system significantly
depends on the interconnection of its components [9]. In
general, multiple path MINs have higher network reliability
compared to the single path MINs [7]. Shuffle-exchange
networks have been widely considered as practical
interconnection systems due to their size of its switching
elements and uncomplicated configuration. Most of the
researcher said that shuffle exchange network suitable in
MIN architecture because it can provide an alternative path
for routing procedure. Figure 1 shows example of SEN with
8x8 network size in Omega networks.

Index Terms—Multistage interconnection network, Shuffle
exchange network, Additional stages, Fault tolerance,
Switching element.

I. INTRODUCTION
In the past decade, MIN was applied in fields such as
telecommunication and parallel computing. A parallel
microprocessor system plays the mechanism needed for
transferring information between processor and memory
module,
namely
the
interconnection
network.
Interconnection networks offer an attractive and economical
solution to the communication and interconnection between
system components [7]. MIN is known as cost efficient
means to offer programmable data paths among functional
modules in multiprocessor systems [2]. By adding
Shuffle-Exchange Networks (SENs) in MIN it has been
commonly consider as convenient interconnection systems
due to their size of its switching elements (SEs) and
uncomplicated configuration. SEN is a unique path it has
only a single path between a particular input and output [4].
These networks are frequently applied with simple modular
switches, make use of two input and two output switching
elements [6]. The shuffle exchange multistage
interconnection network is one network in large class
topologically equivalent MINs that include the omega,
indirect binary, cube, baseline, and generalized cube [9]. This
network also can be implementing in different types of
network sizes. The number of stages and the connection

Fig. 1. 8x8 Shuffle exchange network

III. PROBLEM OVERVIEW
Multistage Interconnection Networks are designed to
provide an effective communication in switching [8]. By
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using SENs in MINs the stages can route the switching
element through the path. Shuffle-exchange networks have
been widely considered as practical interconnection systems
due to their size of its SEs and uncomplicated configuration
[5]. In this types of network the major problem arise when the
switching element failed to route in the stages. To overcome
this problem the switching element requires being route to an
alternative path to avoid from system failure. By adding
stages and routing procedure in SENs the switches is able to
route to an alternative path. In addition, it also can improve
the reliability of the network performance. SEN function is
capable to provide inter process communication and
developed fault tolerant architecture. These networks also
provide permutation to route source to destination when both
switches in a loop are simultaneously faulty at any stages
[11].

Fig. 2. SEN with an additional stages

B. Improved Irregular Augmented Shuffle Multistage
Interconnection Network (IIASN)
An Improved Irregular Augmented Shuffle Multistage
Interconnection Network (IIASN) is design to provide inter
process communication and developed fault tolerant
architecture [12]. IIASN has improved path length and cost
effectiveness analysis [12]. This type of network provides
permutation to route source to destination when both
switches in a loop are simultaneously faulty at any stages.
From the result it can be observe the permutation passable of
IIASN is much better than existing networks such as IASN,
FT and MFT. However in this types of network the
multiplexer did not offer an alternative way to provide
multiple paths if a fault occur in the first stage. For the
solution the looping function is the better choice to overcome
this problem. By providing looping function in multiplexer
so it can create a multiple paths if fault occurs in the first
stage.

IV. SHUFFLE EXCHANGE NETWORK CATEGORY
SEN is a unique path it has only a single path between a
particular input and output [9]. Shuffle Exchange Network
configuration depends on the number of stages, switches and
interconnection among the network. The following
subsections are organized as follows. Sub-sections review
the Shuffle Exchange Network from previous works
according to SEN with additional stages, Improved Irregular
Augmented Shuffle Multistage Interconnection Network
(IIASN), Irregular Modified Alpha Network (ALN),
Irregular Augmented Shuffle Network (IASN), Irregular
Augmented Shuffle Exchange Network (IASEN) and
Generalized Shuffle Exchange Network (GSEN).
A. SEN with Additional Stages
SEN with additional stage (SEN+) provide more
redundant path for the routing procedure process. It is able to
improve the performance in term of reliability performance.
Reliability of MIN is used as a measure of system ability to
transform information from input to output devices [5]. There
are three types of Shuffle Exchange Networks (SEN) from
the previous work, which is SEN, SEN with additional stage
(SEN+) and SEN with two additional stages (SEN+2). Basic
SEN is a unique path it has only a single path between a
particular input and output [4]. Different from the basic SEN,
SEN+ provide two paths between each source and
destination and it has N input and N output. For SEN+2, it
consists of four paths between any pair of input and output.
From the results, it can be observed that by adding one
additional stage it is more efficient and improved the
reliability performance rather than adding with a two stages.
It also can be concluded that, by adding two additional stages
in the SEN+2 do not increase the reliability of the network
since the links complexity leads to higher network system
failure. However, there is a solution can be considered by
provide a permutation in the middle of stages so the switches
will be routing independently and cannot cause the link
complexity. It also can increase the reliability since it has
multiple path can be used to route the source to destination.
With this permutation when the fault occurs in the first stages
the routing can be route in multiple paths so it doesn’t cause a
system failure.

Fig. 3. IIASN MIN of size N=16

Fig. 4. 16x16 Modified Alpha Network
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available it will leads a complexity to the switches. By using
permutation and scheduling the path the routing process will
become smoothly and also it can increase the performance of
network.

C. Irregular Modified Alpha Network (ALN)
The Irregular Modified Alpha Network (Modified ALN)
has proposed to reduce the cost and latency in the
interconnection process [1]. The number of stages in this
network is lesser compared to Alpha Network but it can
maintain the full access capability at the same time. This
network is more reliable because it has auxiliary link to route
source to destination when SE in the next stage faulty or busy
[1]. This network attains higher values of other important
parameters. Modified ALN provide two identical groups of
SE which is G0 and G1 when the G0 faulty then it will pass
the task to G1 to complete the job, but when all the SEs in the
loops in both groups fails, Modified ALN also fail. To solve
this problem in the future, it can be done by replacing the
loop engaged in the faulty component by using an efficient
scheduling.
D. Irregular Augmented Shuffle Network (IASN)
An innovative class of irregular fault tolerant multistage
interconnection network called Irregular Augmented Shuffle
Network (IASN) has been designed and evaluate. The
irregular network IASN helps in dropping the latency or
delay. IASN has been considered in a way to develop the
performance of the network. The recommended IASN
networks assure the fault tolerance criteria it can be operate
even in existence of assured faults. The existences of the
auxiliary links accessible in the network afford an alternate
path used for routing procedure, except at the last stage [3]. It
has decreased number of stages thus exhibiting reduced
latency and enhanced performance. IASN is a single switch
fault tolerance. By adding multiple switches it can provide a
better network performance. In addition by upgrading, the
network environment to the multi switch fault tolerance, it
also can improve a better performance for the network.

.
Fig. 6. Irregular Augmented Shuffle Exchange Network 16x16

F. Generalized Shuffle Exchange Network (GSEN)
All-to-all personalized exchange mostly occurs in parallel
and distributed computing applications. An all-to-all
communication algorithm is said to be optimal if it has the
smallest communication delay [14]. MIN is a better choice
for implementing all-to-all personalized exchange due to its
shorter communication delay and better scalability. This
algorithm working successfully with unique path property
provide by Multistage Interconnection Network. In
Generalized Shuffle Exchange Network (GSEN) the
algorithms cannot be used because GSEN did not provide the
unique path property. Optimal algorithm can be considering
the all to all personalized exchange algorithm in this GSEN.
Optimal algorithm consist of several bounds on R(N) and
Rsc(N) [14]. Recall that R(N) is the minimum number of
network configurations required to fulfill all-to-all
communication in an N x N GSEN and Rsc (N)is the
minimum number of network configurations required to
fulfill all-to-all communication in an N x N GSEN when the
stage control technique is assumed [14]. Refer to the previous
research, several open problems can be found in Fig. 14 in
this paper {14]. In particular, this algorithm conjecture R(36)
= 40, R(44) = 48. Determining R(N) for all N such that N ≡ 0
(mod 4) is still an open problem. To overcome this situation
by proving the theorem that R(36) ≥ 40 is needed.

Fig. 5. Irregular Augmented Shuffle Network (IASN)

E. Irregular Augmented Shuffle Exchange Network
(IASEN)
IASEN improved a better fault-tolerance by afford the
additional paths among any pair of source destination as
contrast to ASEN-2 at the expanse of small extra cost [10].
IASEN is a dynamically re-routable and provides multiple
paths of varying lengths between a given source and
destination pair. IASEN provide eight alternate paths for
routing procedure. Even though it can help to route the
switch when the previous path is failure but with many path

Fig. 7. 10x10 Generalized Shuffle Exchange Network
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V. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS
SEN scheme has considered as cost effectiveness in
Multistage Interconnection Network environment. Table 1
shows the comparative analysis for the reviewed schemes.
For the comparison, most of the proposed schemes are
initially focusing on network performance. SEN with their
own scheme has different technique to solve the problem in
the Multistage Interconnection with their own behavior. This
different technique helped to provide more redundant path to
improve the network performance. Besides that, it also
helped in term of developing the fault tolerant and reducing
the latency.
References :

6

VI. CONCLUSION
Shuffle exchange network has been proposed as a popular
architecture for MINs. In this paper, we investigated six
different schemes of Shuffle Exchange Network in
Multistage Interconnection Network namely SEN with
additional stages, Improved Irregular Augmented Shuffle
Multistage Interconnection Network (IIASN), Irregular
Modified Alpha Network (ALN), Irregular Augmented
Shuffle Network (IASN), Irregular Augmented Shuffle
Exchange Network (IASEN) and Generalized Shuffle
Exchange Network (GSEN). This paper review the scheme
provided from the SEN in MINs environment. It can be
observed from the analysis that, SEN scheme can provide a
more redundant path by adding the stages. It also can
developed the fault tolerant and reduce the latency of the
network by provide an auxiliary links. Dynamically, most of
the researchers are consider to using the SEN scheme in
MINS architecture since it be capable to reducing the cost in
MINs architecture. However these schemes also have their
own challenges. Some techniques such as adding some
permutation or routing procedure can help to overcome the
problem in MINs. From this review, it can be conclude that
the technique use is important to describe the network
performance measurement. Other than that another issues
that related to the network performance is the sizes of
network using in that networks. For an illustration, if the
network used the large network size it can cause a complexity
in the network. An addition by using a large network size also
can increase the cost and can cause a system failure. In
general, MIN is suitable to apply in different types of
network. It can help reducing the cost and increase the
network performance. Future research will focus on some
techniques that alter the topology of a MIN for a better fault
tolerance. Besides that, link failures can also be taken into
consideration for future investigation.

1 – SEN with Additional Stages
2 – IIASN
3 – Modified ALN
4 – IASN
5 – IASEN
6 – GSEN
TABLE I: SEN SCHEME ANALYSIS
Criteria

1

Additional Stages
Reduce Stage
Alternative Path
Switching Element (SE)
Shuffle Exchange Process
Groups
Multiplexer and Demultiplexer
Routing Tags
Routing Procedure
Reliability Analysis
Auxiliary Links
Fault Tolerance
Latency
Delay
Cost Effectiveness
Permutation
Effective Network Size

√
√
√
√

2

3

4

√

√

5

6
√

√
√
√
√
√

√
√
√
√
√

√
√

√

8

√
√
16

√
√
√

√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

√
16

16

√
√
√
√
√
√
√

√

√
√

√

√
√
16

Optimal algorithm
fulfill all to all
communication in
GSEN configuration.

but with may path available it leads a
complexity to the switches.
Several open problems can be found in
GSEN. In particular, this algorithm
conjecture R(36) = 40, R(44) = 48.
Determining R(N) for all N such that N ≡ 0
(mod 4) is still an open problem.

√
10

However, with the different techniques proposed there
also have challenges for each technique. The comparison of
reviewed schemes and their challenges was reviewed below
in Table II.
TABLE II: SEN ISSUES AND CHALLENGES
Scheme
Issues
Challenges
1 SEN+ have the highest It is noted that by adding two additional
reliability performance stages in the SEN+2 do not increase the
reliability of the network since the links
complexity leads to higher network system
failure.
The multiplexer did not offer an alternative
2 IIASN has better path
length and permutation way to provide multiple paths if a fault occur
passable compared to
in the first stage.
FT and MFT.
3 Modified ALN reduced Modified ALN provide two identical groups
the number of stages
of SE which is G0 and G1 when the G0 faulty
and reduce latency.
then it will pass the task to G1 to complete
the job. But when all the SEs in the loops in
both groups fails, Modified ALN also fail.
IASN is a single switch fault tolerance with a
4 IASN reduced the
number of stages and
lesser network performance
reduce latency.
IASEN provide 8 alternate paths for routing
5 IASEN provide much
procedure. Even though it can help to route
more fault tolerance
the switch when the previous path is failure
than ASEN-2.
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